In antiquity, the relationship between "music", "poetry", and "language" was very different from the way they relate to each other today, for back then each of these mediums was endowed with a distinct, independent signifying code expressing a semiosis all its own. However, these separate "semiospheres" nonetheless never ceased growing towards and into one another. This is so because music and "melic" poetry were believed to have the capacity to denote something ordinary language could not denote but could not do without, namely "etymonic truth". As a result, the users of ordinary language were obsessed with divining the "hyponoia" poets encoded in music and chant. Above all, they wanted this hyponoia to constitute the signifié of their language. For this reason, the meaning expressed in language was subject to a process in which it was constantly being "deported" from its ordinary acceptations and transported towards meanings encoded in music. However, this "deterritorialization" of ordinary meaning never resulted in a full "reterritorialization" upon the terrain of the truth encoded in music. Musicians and poets would not tolerate it. As far as they were concerned, music and poetry would cease being "truthful" if the semiosis they conveyed and the semiosis conveyed by language were interchangeable. For, again, as a signifying code, prosaic language was sui generis incapable of representing the truth. Hence, the relationship between these three codes consisted of a sort of intersemiotic dynamic equilibrium in which language was continuously evolving towards a non-linguistic expression of meaning which conferred truth upon it and what it means. And yet the music and poetry which were the source of that truth deliberately kept language from consummating the aspiration of accosting the truth they encoded. This paper explores the mechanics of this intersemiotic dynamic equilibrium.
it by extrapolating from the evidence and testimonia that have survived will always be subject to second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poetry we are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other poetic "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equally weighty exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a poetic recital with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic verse that benefited from the invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emissaries? In what way and with what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change there was, what form did it take?
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλòς λóγoς) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (µέλoς, µoλπή, etc.) and poetry ( Humanities 2016, 5, 8 2 second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poetry we are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other poetic "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
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Humanities 2016, 5, 8 2 second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poetry we are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other poetic "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, afference-efference, semiotic interoperability-semiotic non-interoperability. We could also say that these three codes were continually growing towards and into each other without ever consummating what one might think should be the logical outcome of such a process. Namely that all three converge and fuse into a single medium, a single code and a single semiosis. So, what we have to ask ourselves is:
(1) What was semiotically specific to each of these three codes or semiospheres; (2) Why did they constitute semiotic "celibacies"; and, finally, (3) How, despite their semiotic celibacy, does some sort of semiotic "cross-fertilization" nonetheless take place?
Let us start by looking at hymn-prefaced melic poetry.
Hymn-Prefaced Melic Poetry in "Song Culture": Diglossia and Bi-Narrativity
In a way, the specificity of the semiosis peculiar to hymn-prefaced poetry was to have no specificity 5 . For, semiotically speaking, it was simply a medium occupied by the semiosis specific to ordinary, everyday speech and the semiosis specific to "musical" arrangements of sound. In other words, any "meaning" hymn-prefaced poetry created through an unusual use of language never in the end separated that meaning from linguistic meaning and any "meaning" it created through melody, tone, meter, or rhythm had, in the final analysis, to be attributed to the "music" which accompanied the poetic recital ( [17] , pp. 133, 249-51; [18] , pp. 324-28).
However, if this variety of poetry had no semiotic specificity, that does not mean there was nothing sui generis about it as an art form. This is obvious from the fact that its composition was reserved for highly-trained phoneticians ( [19] , p. 127; [20] ; [21] ; pp. 112-13; [22] , p. 30-31; [23] , pp. 54-55; [24] ), for it took a long time to master the metaplasmatic, melismatic, and metrical tricks one needed to know to be able to compose verse which was "coherent" both as ordinary speech and as music. And here the expressions "musical coherence" and "lexical coherence" must be understood in a very specific and precise sense, for poetry in earlier times was composed to be "di-glossic" and "bi-narrative" 6 . That is to say, it consisted of two languages, recounting two narratives with the help of two distinct arrangements of sound, one in music and the other in ordinary, everyday speech. That is why specialists in comparative poetics are at pains to make us aware that in ancient verse "an entire set of resonances can be found in every single word and morpheme of one single utterance" ( [26] , p. 91) and that any hope of fruitful study of the subject depends on deciphering these resonances to find "meanings not always easily perceived from the surface denotations of the words themselves" ( [27] , p. 92). What they 5 Tropes and figures and "metaphorical" uses of language did of course exist and were widely used in early verse (cf., for ex., [13] , p. 71f.) and of course this "stylistic" distinctiveness set poetic uses of language apart from ordinary "unmarked" language and did impact how the audience apprehended whatever is referred to by them. However, along with Heidegger ([14] , p. 89) and Derrida ([15] , p. 274ff.), we accept that what "metaphorical" uses of language refer or allude to is never anything one could not refer to with normal words and it was the sameness of the referent for both the "literal" and "metaphorical" meanings of significant words which means that even if marked, "poetic" uses of language are "stylistically" quite distinct, there is nothing semiotically or "apophantically" sui generis about them. Since we see verse and ordinary language as being "stylistically" very different, but nonetheless sharing the same referentiality, it should be clear that we in no way contest what Mikhail Bakhtin says about the relationship linking "primary" and "complex speech genres" ( [16] , pp. 60-67). At least we do not do so to the extent that he allows complex speech genres to absorb signifiés borrowed from primary speech genres and then profoundly modify how they should be interpreted without withal making them different signifés.
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A number of well-attested facts encourage us to affirm this. First of all the frequent use of "πoικίλoς compounds" (πoικιλóγαρυς, πoικιλóµυθoς, etc.) when poets like Homer, Alcman, Pindar and others refer to their verse. The same "diglossia" or "Zweistimmigkeit" is referred to when the same poetic practitioners use expressions like "πoλύαινoς", "πoλυχoρδoτάτη ϕωνή" or "δεδαιδαλµένoι πoικίλoις µυθoι" to signal the polysemic nature of the verse they compose and perform. Obviously, as an anonymous reviewer of this article has pointed out to me, it would be unwise to ignore the possibility that these "πoικίλoς compounds" could be references to polysemic diversity within ordinary language and within the semiosis communicated through music. This is unquestionably the case for-as we know from Christos Tsagalis' The Oral Palimpsest [25] -the ordinary language of verse was thematically, linguistically, and semantically multi-layered. Moreover, some of the extant πoλυ-and/or πoικιλó-compounds refer unmistakeably to the seven strings of a lyre. However to discuss more than the way verse become "πoικιλóµυθoς" in virtue of a combination of music and ordinary, everyday language would take us on to terrain that cannot be dealt with adequately in a single article. are referring to in saying this is something Saussure and Mallarmé had (re)discovered over a century ago; namely, that verse accommodated two semioses, one "unmarked" and encoded in words and one "marked" and encoded in music. So, unless one could discern both of these separate arrangements of sound, and therefore both of the narratives recounted through them, the verse, so constructed, failed in its main purpose of being di-glossic and bi-narrative.
Why, then, was it important for poetry to be "diglossic"? What need was satisfied by combining a narrative encoded in music with a separate one encoded in words to versify about one's objects? The short answer to that question would be to say that the goal was to represent things and events to the power of their "totality" or "integrality". However, that, like most short answers, is a little too elliptic. What do we mean by "totality"? Why did the poet have to use two codes to signify it? Why could he not do that using only one code? Let us start with a preliminary remark about the distinction the Hellenes of song culture made between musical semiosis and verbal semiosis.
3. "Alethophoric" Music, "Doxastic" and "Pseudophoric" Ordinary Language
To simplify a great deal, we can say that this difference boils down to the fact that, unlike the semiosis peculiar to "ordinary, everyday language" (ψιλòς λóγoς), the semiosis peculiar to "music" was "alethophoric". In other words, it and it alone was able to represent the "truth" about the objects sung about in poetry 7 . Why could words not signify the "truth" or "reality" about their referents? Because people back then believed that the only thing words are good for representing is the way things seem to be "sub specie hominis", i.e., what mortals perceive the reality of phenomena to be. Understandably, this was considered to be unreliable for determining what things "truly are" because perceptions of things differ from percipient to percipient 8 . Hence, short of postulating some supervenient, supra-sensual reference or norm for determining truth, there is no way to ascertain whose perceptions are "correct"-only "misological" doubts that anybody's perception apprehends anything as what it "really is" 9 . So, in as much as words were limited to representing this contingent, doxastic or "ontic" aspect of what things are, they did not and could not tell the truth. In addition to this sort of undecidability, people noticed that words could be used by some men to alter the perceptions of other men about the "reality" of the things or events their words refer to. What is more, they could do that not just without regard for what their referents "really are" but also to create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those things are not. So, because prosaic speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used to propagate deliberate falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "reality" of anything.
Still we should not exaggerate the extent to which people believed that the uncertainties of words made them incapable of signifying "truth" or "reality". In any event no one, not even the Sophists, believed that words had no other purpose than to refer specifically to error and illusion. Rather the contrary; it was believed that words had both the ability and the obligation to be exact phonetic replicas of the denotata for which they stood. In fact-as we know from the passages of the Cratylus devoted to 7 Though the "distance" separating "truth-bearing", "hieratic" semiosis from the error-prone semiosis of "profane", everyday speech is generally recognized in specialized studies ( [26] , pp. 181-83; [28] , pp. 15f.; [29] , pp. 81-82, 95-96), few acknowledge the certainty that this "obscure", hieratic semiosis was encoded in the musical arrangements of sound which accompanied and modulated melic verse (on which see [30] , p. 41f.; [31] , pp. 56-57, 64-66; [32] ; [33] , pp. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ). Yet, as we will see below, there is ample proof of this in our sources. 8 This is what is meant by the oft repeated remark among Poets and Philosophers that men "neither see nor hear anything accurately" (cf. [34] , p. 61 on AESCHYLUS (Persians, 266), SOPHOCLES (Oedipus the King, 6, 1238 and Trachines, 747), EURIPIDES (Suppliants, 684, Trojan Women, 481-82, Iphigenia in Taurus, 901, Hippolytus, 86 and Medea, 652) and PLATO (Phaedo, 65b and Phaedrus, 250bc). Cf. also HOMER, Iliad, 2.484-93; PINDAR, Olympian Ode, 1.28-29; HERACLITUS, Frr. DK 22B 1, 54, 107 and 123; PARMENIDES, Fr. DK28B 6, ll. 5-10 and PLATO, Republic, VII, i. Obviously, as an anonymous reviewer has pointed out to me, it is altogether possible that the views expressed by these poets and thinkers were not shared by non-poets and non-philosophers. However the scarcely contestable case made by Erwin Rohde and E.R. Dodds about the irrational, animistic, and hylozoist character of early Hellenic ideas about the world they dwelt in makes it safe to assume that they did not demur from the views of the poets and thinkers we cited above. 9 For the classical demonstration of this point, cf. Plato's Theatetus and Phaedo. the language theory of the dialogue's eponymous hero-they believed that words were not words if they were not, quite literally, "sound statues" ( 2 above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semioti operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) wa semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort o "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion 2 Jenny Strauss Clay speaks for more than the Homeric Hymns when she observes: "The history and prehistory of the compositions that have come down to us as the Homeric Hymns may, then, not be monolithic, bu complex and multiple with varied functions at different periods, adapted to changing situations and occasions of performance" ( [4] [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
γάλµατα ϕωνήεντα) of their correlative referents' "true" ontological character 10 .
What, then, secured the famed "consubstantiality" or "co-naturalité" 11 linking the meaning of words and the "true nature" of their correlative denotata? Alternately, how does one (i) sculpt sound into an exact "acoustical replica" of various phenomena; and then (ii) include that sound in the phonetic substrate of the names of those phenomena thereby making the latter the "naturally correct" signifier of the things they stand for?
We have already suggested where the answer to this question is to be found. "Music" or rather melodized tones and metered rhythms is what was used to encode what in the Cratylus is referred to as "τò τ Humanities 2016, 5, 8 5 more, they could do that not just without regard for what their referents "really are" but also to create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those things are not. So, because prosaic speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used to propagate deliberate falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "reality" of anything.
Still we should not exaggerate the extent to which people believed that the uncertainties of words made them incapable of signifying "truth" or "reality". In any event no one, not even the Sophists, believed that words had no other purpose than to refer specifically to error and illusion. Rather the contrary; it was believed that words had both the ability and the obligation to be exact phonetic replicas of the denotata for which they stood. In fact-as we know from the passages of the Cratylus devoted to the language theory of the dialogue's eponymous hero-they believed that words were not words if they were not, quite literally, "sound statues" (ἀγάλματα φωνήεντα) of their correlative referents' "true" ontological character 10 .
We have already suggested where the answer to this question is to be found. "Music" or rather melodized tones and metered rhythms is what was used to encode what in the Cratylus is referred to as "τὸ τῇ φύσει ὄνομα ὂν ἑκάστῳ". To be more precise, the "natural correctness" of words derives from the meaning or "enigmatic hyponoia" 12 poets conferred on the things they chanted about through the "music" they used when reciting poetry. For, as the reader will no doubt know, verse was not just "recited" in ordinary, everyday speech. It was accompanied by musical arrangements of sound produced by voice, kithara, or aulos. And it was accompanied by "music" not just for ornamentation, though that was also a factor. The real importance of the presence of music in verse was that thanks to this music one could discern the "truth" about what things "really are". Which means that we have at least five further questions to answer.
(1) What did the "truth"/"reality" of existing things consist of? (2) How did music encode this truth? (3) In what sense did the Poet-Hymnode make this musically encoded truth the "etymon" of the ordinary words and language he used in verse? (4) Why was it impossible for words to "semantically accost" this etymon directly even though it was "their" etymon? And finally, (5) How were prosaic words semiotically impacted by this musically-encoded etymonic meaning despite and ultimately because of this inter-translative impasse?
The answer to the first question will come as no surprise to anyone who is familiar with studies on Creation Myths in the area of Comparative Mythology. For they will know that, like peoples in 10 Cratylus, 424c. cf. also ( [18] , p. 38; [35] , p. 12f). Despite traces of extra-Hellenic influences in it, we consider Proclus's analysis and commentary of Plato's Cratylus-treated in [35] -to be a useful reference for elucidating the whole idea of words and language as "ἀγάλματα φωνήεντα".
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Cf. Cratylus, 393d, 422d, 428e and 432e. 12 Specialist studies of the term "ὑπόνοια" are at pains to point out that this word fails to be adequately understood if it is merely translated as "meta-thought" or "meta-message". This is so because it belongs to a history of thought on varieties of "meta-thought" in which "ὑπόνοια" is distinguished from and sometimes contrasted with related terms such as ainigma, allegory, symbolon, and their cognates (cf., inter alia, [36] , pp. 45-59; [37] , pp. 23 and passim). However, going over all this is not necessary for our purposes in this paper. For us all this term should be taken to mean is a message or "ainos" the poet wished to communicate through his versification because it relates something essential about his verse's subject or subject matter but which cannot be expressed-or understood-by relying only on the "literal" meanings of the ordinary words used in verse. How, then, was this "ainos" expressed and understood? Our contention in these pages is that, in song culture, the semiotic resource artists and audiences relied on most to encode and decode this gnomic or didactic content was melodic and rhythmic arrangements of sound. φύσει 5 speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used to propagate deliberate falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "reality" of anything.
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Cf. Cratylus, 393d, 422d, 428e and 432e. 12 Specialist studies of the term "ὑπόνοια" are at pains to point out that this word fails to be adequately understood if it is merely translated as "meta-thought" or "meta-message". This is so because it belongs to a history of thought on varieties of "meta-thought" in which "ὑπόνοια" is distinguished from and sometimes contrasted with related terms such as ainigma, allegory, symbolon, and their cognates (cf., inter alia, [36] , pp. 45-59; [37] , pp. 23 and passim). However, going over all this is not necessary for our purposes in this paper. For us all this term should be taken to mean is a message or "ainos" the poet wished to communicate through his versification because it relates something essential about his verse's subject or subject matter but which cannot be expressed-or understood-by relying only on the "literal" meanings of the ordinary words used in verse. How, then, was this "ainos" expressed and understood? Our contention in these pages is that, in song culture, the semiotic resource artists and audiences relied on most to encode and decode this gnomic or didactic content was melodic and rhythmic arrangements of sound.
κάστω " ". To be more precise, the "natural correctness" of words derives from the meaning or "enigmatic hyponoia" 12 poets conferred on the things they chanted about through the "music" they used when reciting poetry. For, as the reader will no doubt know, verse was not just "recited" in ordinary, everyday speech. It was accompanied by musical arrangements of sound produced by voice, kithara, or aulos. And it was accompanied by "music" not just for ornamentation, though that was also a factor. The real importance of the presence of music in verse was that thanks to this music one could discern the "truth" about what things "really are". Which means that we have at least five further questions to answer.
The answer to the first question will come as no surprise to anyone who is familiar with studies on Creation Myths in the area of Comparative Mythology. For they will know that, like peoples in other climes, the Hellenes of times bygone conceived the "reality" or "truth" of phenomena to consist of their "cosmic" signification. What this should be taken to mean can be elucidated with a summary reminder of what mythopoeic representations of cosmogony would suggest about the way the Hellenes of song culture conceived the origin and nature of physical reality.
The Cosmological and Ontological Foundations of Musical Semiosis
Basically, the early Hellenes believed that the world they lived in was a mesocosm which was brought into Being and maintained in its Being in virtue of a "hierogamy" ( Humanities 2016, 5, 8 other climes, the Hellenes of times bygone conceived the "reality" or "truth" of phenomena to consist of their "cosmic" signification. What this should be taken to mean can be elucidated with a summary reminder of what mythopoeic representations of cosmogony would suggest about the way the Hellenes of song culture conceived the origin and nature of physical reality.
Basically, the early Hellenes believed that the world they lived in was a mesocosm which was brought into Being and maintained in its Being in virtue of a "hierogamy" (ἱερὸς γάμος) joining the sky above and the earth below in an "act of love, Hesiod's Theogony being the archetypal example. Moreover, they believed that the ontogenetic role played by this hierogamy in relation to the existence of the mesocosm also applied to the existence of everything and everybody inhabiting this mesocosm. Necessarily so, for without it, it was not just this or that thing or this or that category of things which did not exist. Nothing existed at all. As a result, to speak of what any existing thing "really is" qua existing thing, one needs to speak of it as being "en abyme" in relation to these cosmopoietic agencies.
Obviously, because the panoply of tools used by poets to compose verse was so great (gnomic utterance, mythological symbolism, metaphor, allegory, enigma, etc.), it would be folly to suggest that there was ever only one way to do this, and certainly it would be false to say that ordinary, profane, "idiotic" words and language could not be used to do so. For proof to the contrary one has only to look at Hesiod's Theogony or the ekphrastic account of "Achilles Shield" in the Iliad (XVIII, 478-617) or any number of passages in the Homeric Hymns or Pindar's epinician Odes. After all, what are they if not accounts of the creation of the cosmos and depictions of the cosmically ordained place of mortals in it carried out with the help of the (allegorical) expressive powers of ordinary words and language? 13 Still, when the hymn-chanting "ἀοιδός" of yore wanted to portray the objects of their versification to the power of their cosmic significance, it was far more common for them to use music to do it. Five different sources corroborate this. First, a number of well-known passages in Plato 14 ; second, and more cryptically, the remains of Pythagorean ideas on music as a semiotic system, in ερòς γάµoς) joining the sky above and the earth below in an "act of love, Hesiod's Theogony being the archetypal example. 10 Cratylus, 424c. cf. also ( [18] , p. 38; [35] , p. 12f). Despite traces of extra-Hellenic influences in it, we consider Proclus's analysis and commentary of Plato's Cratylus-treated in [35] -to be a useful reference for elucidating the whole idea of words and language as "
second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poetry we are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other poetic "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equally weighty exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a poetic recital with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen.
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, γάλµατα φωνήεντα". 11 Cf. Cratylus, 393d, 422d, 428e and 432e. 12 Specialist studies of the term " Humanities 2016, 5, 8 5 more, they could do that not just without regard for what their referents "really are" but also to create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those things are not. So, because prosaic speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used to propagate deliberate falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "reality" of anything.
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πóνoια" are at pains to point out that this word fails to be adequately understood if it is merely translated as "meta-thought" or "meta-message". This is so because it belongs to a history of thought on varieties of "meta-thought" in which "
Humanities 2016, 5, 8 5 more, they could do that not just without regard for what their referents "really are" but also to create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those things are not. So, because prosaic speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used to propagate deliberate falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "reality" of anything. Still we should not exaggerate the extent to which people believed that the uncertainties of words made them incapable of signifying "truth" or "reality". In any event no one, not even the Sophists, believed that words had no other purpose than to refer specifically to error and illusion. Rather the contrary; it was believed that words had both the ability and the obligation to be exact phonetic replicas of the denotata for which they stood. In fact-as we know from the passages of the Cratylus devoted to the language theory of the dialogue's eponymous hero-they believed that words were not words if they were not, quite literally, "sound statues" (ἀγάλματα φωνήεντα) of their correlative referents' "true" ontological character 10 . What, then, secured the famed "consubstantiality" or "co-naturalité" 11 linking the meaning of words and the "true nature" of their correlative denotata? Alternately, how does one (i) sculpt sound into an exact "acoustical replica" of various phenomena; and then (ii) include that sound in the phonetic substrate of the names of those phenomena thereby making the latter the "naturally correct" signifier of the things they stand for?
πóνoια" is distinguished from and sometimes contrasted with related terms such as ainigma, allegory, symbolon, and their cognates (cf., inter alia, [36] , pp. 45-59; [37] , pp. 23 and passim). However, going over all this is not necessary for our purposes in this paper. For us all this term should be taken to mean is a message or "ainos" the poet wished to communicate through his versification because it relates something essential about his verse's subject or subject matter but which cannot be expressed-or understood-by relying only on the "literal" meanings of the ordinary words used in verse. How, then, was this "ainos" expressed and understood? Our contention in these pages is that, in song culture, the semiotic resource artists and audiences relied on most to encode and decode this gnomic or didactic content was melodic and rhythmic arrangements of sound.
Moreover, they believed that the ontogenetic role played by this hierogamy in relation to the existence of the mesocosm also applied to the existence of everything and everybody inhabiting this mesocosm. Necessarily so, for without it, it was not just this or that thing or this or that category of things which did not exist. Nothing existed at all. As a result, to speak of what any existing thing "really is" qua existing thing, one needs to speak of it as being "en abyme" in relation to these cosmopoietic agencies.
Obviously, because the panoply of tools used by poets to compose verse was so great (gnomic utterance, mythological symbolism, metaphor, allegory, enigma, etc.), it would be folly to suggest that there was ever only one way to do this, and certainly it would be false to say that ordinary, profane, "idiotic" words and language could not be used to do so. For proof to the contrary one has only to look at Hesiod's Theogony or the ekphrastic account of "Achilles Shield" in the Iliad (XVIII, 478-617) or any number of passages in the Homeric Hymns or Pindar's epinician Odes. After all, what are they if not accounts of the creation of the cosmos and depictions of the cosmically ordained place of mortals in it carried out with the help of the (allegorical) expressive powers of ordinary words and language? 13 Still, when the hymn-chanting " 2 with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen. And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic verse that benefited from the invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emissaries? In what way and with what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change there was, what form did it take?
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
oιδóς" of yore wanted to portray the objects of their versification to the power of their cosmic significance, it was far more common for them to use music to do it. Five different sources corroborate this. First, a number of well-known passages in Plato 14 ; second, and more cryptically, the remains of Pythagorean ideas on music as a semiotic system, in particular in the enigmatic σύµβoλα preserved by Iamblichus 15 ; third, certain passages of the Homeric Hymns 16 ; fourth, legends about the origin of music, for example the fragments of the Pindaric Hymn to Zeus in Aelius Aristides, 2.142 17 ; and finally, in the fragments of the verse of various archaic poets ( [39] , pp. 212-13), for some of which we are fortunate enough to have some very competent analyses: for example, M.L. West's commentary of Alcman ( [40] , pp. 1-15). To have a sense of the basic idea that is operative in these sources, a single passage of Plato's Laws-653d-654b-will suffice as an illustration.
What this passage says is that melodically-and rhythmically-modulated voice-or instrument-generated sounds are the way Apollo, Dionysus, and the Muses share the company of mortals on those occasions when melic verse is performed before them by an inspired 2 an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , governing the division of labor between the singing bar player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brou song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to mo apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitud prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13 question of the extent to which the modern classificati description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowanc exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are cle with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the perfo proem underwent a transformation that made it very diffe such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, alb just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring a thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surro paper places its question marks. What is supposed to hap invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Mus what intention was this supposed change effected? And if To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these qu will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two m semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducib codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdep operations were untenable without resources they were in obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other wor semiotically inoperable without properties to be found onl (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to relationship between and among these three codes "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized b oιδóς. So, as Apollo and Dionysus are symbols of the sky and the earth and the role they play in cosmopoiesis, at least three things follow: (1) cosmos-creating uranian and chthonian agencies have some sort of acoustic signature; (2) the accredited 2 among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ( [2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
oιδóς can hear that signature and can replicate or "score" it in melodic and rhythmic arrangements of sound and in this guise; (3) inform his public of the role these cosmopoietic agencies play in influencing events going on in the world they live in. Alternately, we can say that all it took for the chanting poet to "epi-phon-ize" the "truth" about the objects he sang of was to (1) explore "happenings above the sky and below the earth" 18 ; (2) apprehend the "rumor" of the way the cosmopoietic agencies lurking there do what they have to do so the cosmos can emerge as the "complexity" we perceive by observing what is going on around us; (3) ascertain how this cosmic drama pertains to the object of versification; (4) encode this intelligence in melodically and rhythmically modulated sounds and through the chanted lays containing those sounds; (5) apprise his audience of what he had learned about the cosmic significance of whatever he sang about.
Why was this intelligence encoded in melody and metered rhythms? Because not only did the poet's audience require that there be nothing "creative" or "make believe" in what he recounted; they also expected what he said to be as accurate a portrayal of the truth as possible. To satisfy this requirement, evidently no medium or code was believed to be as reliable as music-or 13 For a good illustration of the way metaphorical and allegorical symbolism could be used to encode cosmic or hieratic hyponoia, cf. ( [29] , pp. 81f.; [37] ). 14 Laws, 653d-654b, 664e, 672d, 967e; Republic, 530d-531d, 616e-617c; Timaeus, 47be and Cratylus, 405cd. 15 Cf. Iamblichus, VP 82: "τι Humanities 2016, 5, 8 second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poet are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other p "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is no unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differ among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worsh large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the pro governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the u song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , p 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyr prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the v question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable t description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
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And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, tha paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic verse that benefited fro invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emissaries? In what way and what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change there was, what form did it t To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over w will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we ment above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated comp independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other becaus principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the othe codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective sem operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and p (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poe express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hen relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a so "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repu second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume ther unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the d way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about th governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode an player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation o song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, an apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applic description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equa exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a p with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followe proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unacco such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general pr just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the exped thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainti paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic verse that benefit invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same tim semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to th codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respecti operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselv obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc. (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc. ) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music an express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction other climes, the Hellenes of times bygone conceived the "reality" or "truth" of phenomena to consist of their "cosmic" signification. What this should be taken to mean can be elucidated with a summary reminder of what mythopoeic representations of cosmogony would suggest about the way the Hellenes of song culture conceived the origin and nature of physical reality.
The Cosmological and Ontological Foundations of Musical Semiosis
Obviously, because the panoply of tools used by poets to compose verse was so great (gnomic utterance, mythological symbolism, metaphor, allegory, enigma, etc.), it would be folly to suggest that there was ever only one way to do this, and certainly it would be false to say that ordinary, profane, "idiotic" words and language could not be used to do so. For proof to the contrary one has only to look at Hesiod's Theogony or the ekphrastic account of "Achilles Shield" in the Iliad (XVIII, 478-617) or any number of passages in the Homeric Hymns or Pindar's epinician Odes. After all, what are they if not accounts of the creation of the cosmos and depictions of the cosmically ordained place of mortals in it carried out with the help of the (allegorical) expressive powers of ordinary words and language? 13 Still, when the hymn-chanting "ἀοιδός" of yore wanted to portray the objects of their versification to the power of their cosmic significance, it was far more common for them to use music to do it. Five different sources corroborate this. First, a number of well-known passages in Plato 14 ; second, and more cryptically, the remains of Pythagorean ideas on music as a semiotic system, in particular in the enigmatic σύμβολα preserved by Iamblichus 15 ; third, certain passages of the Homeric Hymns 16 ; fourth, legends about the origin of music, for example the fragments of the Pindaric Hymn to Zeus in Aelius Aristides, 2.142 17 ; and finally, in the fragments of the verse of various archaic poets ( [39] , pp. 212-13), for some of which we are fortunate enough to have some very competent analyses: for example, M.L. West's commentary of Alcman ( [40] , pp. 1-15). To have a sense of the basic idea that is operative in these sources, a single passage of Plato's Laws-653d-654b-will suffice as an illustration.
What this passage says is that melodically-and rhythmically-modulated voice-or instrument-generated sounds are the way Apollo, Dionysus, and the Muses share the company of mortals on those occasions when melic verse is performed before them by an inspired ἀοιδός. So, as Apollo and Dionysus are symbols of the sky and the earth and the role they play in cosmopoiesis, at least three things follow: (1) cosmos-creating uranian and chthonian agencies have some sort of acoustic signature; (2) the accredited ἀοιδός can hear that signature and can replicate or "score" it in melodic and rhythmic arrangements of sound and in this guise; (3) inform his public of the role these cosmopoietic agencies play in influencing events going on in the world they live in. Alternately, we can say that all it took for the chanting poet to "epi-phon-ize" the "truth" about the objects he sang of 13 For a good illustration of the way metaphorical and allegorical symbolism could be used to encode cosmic or hieratic hyponoia, cf. ( [29] , pp. 81f.; [37] ).
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Obviously, because the panoply of tools used by poets to compose verse was so great (gnomic utterance, mythological symbolism, metaphor, allegory, enigma, etc.), it would be folly to suggest was to (1) explore "happenings above the sky and below the earth" 18 ; (2) apprehend the "rumor" of the way the cosmopoietic agencies lurking there do what they have to do so the cosmos can emerge as the "complexity" we perceive by observing what is going on around us; (3) ascertain how this cosmic drama pertains to the object of versification; (4) encode this intelligence in melodically and rhythmically modulated sounds and through the chanted lays containing those sounds; (5) apprise his audience of what he had learned about the cosmic significance of whatever he sang about.
Why was this intelligence encoded in melody and metered rhythms? Because not only did the poet's audience require that there be nothing "creative" or "make believe" in what he recounted; they also expected what he said to be as accurate a portrayal of the truth as possible. To satisfy this requirement, evidently no medium or code was believed to be as reliable as music-or rather, and to be more precise, the tones and cadences or melodies and meter which modulated the semantically-determinable content of the verse they composed 19 . What made it easy for Greek musicians to satisfy this expectation is the fact that melody and meter in Greek music were governed by tonal and rhythmic "combinatories" which were structurally and even functionally comparable to the phonetic combinatory the Greeks used to synthesize ordinary, everyday words and language. We can illustrate this remarkable fact through a commentary of what we see in Figure 1 below. This diagram is copied from an article entitled "Stoicheion" published in 1955 by the noted philologist Hermann Koller [32] . It is distilled from Koller's analysis of a plurality of sources: the ideas of the 2nd century Peripatetic Adrastus of Aphrodisias set forth in Theon Smyrnaeus' De utilitate mathematicae (49.6-50.3 Hiller), key passages in the Platonic dialogues the Philebus (17a-d) and the Cratylus (424c-e) as well as information about early music theory drawn from Aristotle's Poetics, Aristides Quintilianus, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Needless to say, we decline to hazard a guess as to the validity of Koller's interpretation. Indeed we willingly concede that, given 18 'τὰ περὶ τῶν οὐρανίων παθημάτων καὶ περὶ τῶν ἐν Ἅιδου', PLATO, Ion, 531c. Cf. also Theatetus, 173e, Republic, 596c and PINDAR Nem., x, 87sq. 19 Cf. ([41] , pp. [42] [43] and compare with [42] where Frits STAAL describes the meter of poetry in the Vedas as being more reliable than writing or even digital data storage systems as a way to encode and store information! ρανίων παθηµάτων καὶ περὶ των Humanities 2016, 5, 8 second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of " are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which m "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assum unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ign among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entra an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty ab governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the cithar player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transforma song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" application apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontin 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unme Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., pae prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, f question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
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Why was this intelligence encoded in melody and metered rhythms? Because not only did the poet's audience require that there be nothing "creative" or "make believe" in what he recounted; they also expected what he said to be as accurate a portrayal of the truth as possible. To satisfy this requirement, evidently no medium or code was believed to be as reliable as music-or rather, and to be more precise, the tones and cadences or melodies and meter which modulated the semantically-determinable content of the verse they composed 19 . What made it easy for Greek musicians to satisfy this expectation is the fact that melody and meter in Greek music were governed by tonal and rhythmic "combinatories" which were structurally and even functionally comparable to the phonetic combinatory the Greeks used to synthesize ordinary, everyday words and language. We can illustrate this remarkable fact through a commentary of what we see in Figure 1 below. This diagram is copied from an article entitled "Stoicheion" published in 1955 by the noted philologist Hermann Koller [32] . It is distilled from Koller's analysis of a plurality of sources: the ideas of the 2nd century Peripatetic Adrastus of Aphrodisias set forth in Theon Smyrnaeus' De utilitate mathematicae (49.6-50.3 Hiller), key passages in the Platonic dialogues the Philebus (17a-d) and the Cratylus (424c-e) as well as information about early music theory drawn from Aristotle's Poetics, Aristides Quintilianus, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Needless to say, we decline to hazard a guess as to the validity of Koller's interpretation. Indeed we willingly concede that, given 18 'τὰ περὶ τῶν οὐρανίων παθημάτων καὶ περὶ τῶν ἐν Ἅιδου', PLATO, Ion, 531c. Cf. also Theatetus, 173e, Republic, 596c and PINDAR Nem., x, 87sq. 19 Cf. ([41] , pp. [42] [43] and compare with [42] where Frits STAAL describes the meter of poetry in the Vedas as being more reliable than writing or even digital data storage systems as a way to encode and store information! ιδoυ', PLATO, Ion, 531c. Cf. also Theatetus, 173e, Republic, 596c and PINDAR Nem., x, 87sq. rather, and to be more precise, the tones and cadences or melodies and meter which modulated the semantically-determinable content of the verse they composed 19 . What made it easy for Greek musicians to satisfy this expectation is the fact that melody and meter in Greek music were governed by tonal and rhythmic "combinatories" which were structurally and even functionally comparable to the phonetic combinatory the Greeks used to synthesize ordinary, everyday words and language. We can illustrate this remarkable fact through a commentary of what we see in Figure 1 below. 7 cosmic drama pertains to the object of versification; (4) encode this intelligence in melodically and rhythmically modulated sounds and through the chanted lays containing those sounds; (5) apprise his audience of what he had learned about the cosmic significance of whatever he sang about.
Why was this intelligence encoded in melody and metered rhythms? Because not only did the poet's audience require that there be nothing "creative" or "make believe" in what he recounted; they also expected what he said to be as accurate a portrayal of the truth as possible. To satisfy this requirement, evidently no medium or code was believed to be as reliable as music-or rather, and to be more precise, the tones and cadences or melodies and meter which modulated the semantically-determinable content of the verse they composed 19 . What made it easy for Greek musicians to satisfy this expectation is the fact that melody and meter in Greek music were governed by tonal and rhythmic "combinatories" which were structurally and even functionally comparable to the phonetic combinatory the Greeks used to synthesize ordinary, everyday words and language. We can illustrate this remarkable fact through a commentary of what we see in Figure 1 below. This diagram is copied from an article entitled "Stoicheion" published in 1955 by the noted philologist Hermann Koller [32] . It is distilled from Koller's analysis of a plurality of sources: the ideas of the 2nd century Peripatetic Adrastus of Aphrodisias set forth in Theon Smyrnaeus' De utilitate mathematicae (49.6-50.3 Hiller), key passages in the Platonic dialogues the Philebus (17a-d) and the Cratylus (424c-e) as well as information about early music theory drawn from Aristotle's Poetics, Aristides Quintilianus, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Needless to say, we decline to hazard a guess as to the validity of Koller's interpretation. Indeed we willingly concede that, given 18 'τὰ περὶ τῶν οὐρανίων παθημάτων καὶ περὶ τῶν ἐν Ἅιδου', PLATO, Ion, 531c. Cf. also Theatetus, 173e, Republic, 596c and PINDAR Nem., x, 87sq. 19 Cf. ([41] , pp. [42] [43] and compare with [42] where Frits STAAL describes the meter of poetry in the Vedas as being more reliable than writing or even digital data storage systems as a way to encode and store information! This diagram is copied from an article entitled "Stoicheion" published in 1955 by the noted philologist Hermann Koller [32] . It is distilled from Koller's analysis of a plurality of sources: the ideas of the 2nd century Peripatetic Adrastus of Aphrodisias set forth in Theon Smyrnaeus' De utilitate mathematicae (49.6-50.3 Hiller), key passages in the Platonic dialogues the Philebus (17a-d) and the Cratylus (424c-e) as well as information about early music theory drawn from Aristotle's Poetics, Aristides Quintilianus, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Needless to say, we decline to hazard a guess as to the validity of Koller's interpretation. Indeed we willingly concede that, given the nature of the subject Koller is dealing with, it is unlikely he has hit on the final, definitive solution to the enigma he is interested in. However, as it is clearly his goal to shed light on the "die älteste sprachlich-musikalische Theorie der Griechen", his analysis is a good departure point for penetrating into a little known domain, but one which is central to the question of the semiotics and semantics of music in antiquity.
So, what do we see in this diagram? We see three vertical columns divided into four horizontal strata. The columns represent three distinct sound "combinatories". On the left there is a phonetic combinatory detailing the elemental and supra-segmental "parts of speech". In the middle there is a tonal combinatory peculiar to melodic composition. On the right there is a metric combinatory describing the elemental and supra-segmental parts of poetic composition. But these three columns are not just distinct. By virtue of the four strata contained in each of them, they are also very much related. For what these strata represent is an "isomorphic", "symmetrical", or "analogical" relationship between the elements of each combinatory at the level of each of the four strata they contain. In other words, the stoicheia at the bottom of the first column are in the same formal relationship to each of the other three strata above it as the stoicheia at the bottom of the second and third columns are to each of the three strata above them. Hence, there was a commensurability (or "συ-στoιχία" or "o semantics of music in antiquity.
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Melodized Tones and Metered Rhythm
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λλήλoις") between the elements and combinations of element in the Greek language and the elements and combinations of elements in the Greek musical system, meaning that among the Hellenes of old, the constituents of speech could be structured like a musical work and the constituents of their musical works could be structured like a language.
What advantage for melic poetry is entailed by this common structuring? One obvious answer is that this makes it easier to "stitch together" formulaic sequences of language which match a pre-chosen meter or melody. Another, we maintain, was to make melic verse "bi-natured" or "duplicitous" (διϕυη, διπλoυς) the way Plato uses these qualifiers in the Cratylus (408b-d) to describe language as being both "truthful" because of something about it which is imputable to the divine and "false" because of the contribution mortals make to its constitution. As this point is critical for us, let us explain what we assume this means and how it is relevant to the semiotics of hymn-prefaced melic verse in song culture.
If the segmental and supra-segmental elements which organize melody and meter in the Greek musical system were structurally identical to those used to organize the phonetics of words and ordinary language in the Greek language, Greek musicians could use melodized tones and metered rhythms to do what ordinary language allowed them to do, namely, to denote things and to compose narratives about them. However, if you could use melody and meter to do that, the kind of information you encode while doing so is not the same as the information you encode when you use everyday words and language to denote and to narrate. For, as we have already seen, ordinary language represents how things seem "sub specie hominis"-how mortals perceive them to be, but when they are "epiphonized" in tone and rhythm by an inspired 2 an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equally weighty exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a poetic recital with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen.
To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, 2 Jenny Strauss Clay speaks for more than the Homeric Hymns when she observes: "The history and prehistory of the compositions that have come down to us as the Homeric Hymns may, then, not be monolithic, but complex and multiple with varied functions at different periods, adapted to changing situations and occasions of performance" ( [4] , p. 498). [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
oιδóς or a trained and qualified rhapsode, we are hearing of what they are and how they are to the power of their cosmopoietic and ontogenetic significance. In any event, this is something which is widely assumed to be true of the way the masters of mantra shastra in India wove "bijas" and "ragas" together to compose the Vedas [43, 44] . From research carried out on the Pythagorean "tétractys", it was certainly true of versification in the Greco-Roman tradition, too [40, 45, 46] .
But what made that claim credible? What is supposed to make the melody and meter in poetry a sort of mimetic echo of the Uranian and Chthonian agencies which account for the emergence and Dasein of the things and events the 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2], pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equally weighty exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a poetic recital with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this paper places its question marks. To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3). oιδóς or rhapsode chanted about?
Melodized Tones and Metered Rhythms as a Cosmological Source Code
To prevent things becoming overly technical, we can simplify by saying that the trick consisted of creating a mimetic reciprocity between two systems of numbers. One system of numbers for distinguishing and representing different phonetic phenomena, the other system of numbers for encoding the "laws of nature", in particular the laws governing astronomical, meteorological, and geological phenomena and other processes which are essential for life on earth. Once these two systems of numbers are established, the challenge then consists of establishing a one-to-one relationship between the elements and combinations of elements in one system and the elements and combinations of elements in the other system. On the basis of this correlation, particular configurations of sound are ipso facto acoustical replicas of particular configurations of life-creating cosmic activity. In other words, thanks to the music accompanying and modulating verse, the thing chanted about in it is mise en abyme in relation to the cosmopoietic agencies to which it owes its emergence and Dasein.
But there is a problem here: all this only tells us how melody and rhythm are supposed to be in a semiotic relationship to the "cosmopoietic truth" of the objects they denote and are used to relate that truth. It does not tell us how the "truth" encoded in "music" was transferred to the words and ordinary speech which accompanied this "alethophoric" music and how, for that reason, the truth encoded in music becomes a semiotic property (δύναµις) of those profane words and language. Clarity on this point is essential if we want to solve the semiotic paradox I mentioned at the outset. For, as we have seen, words were not considered to be words unless their significance was linked to and even consubstantial with what their signifié's "really are", and the link between (a) the "true meaning" of words; and (b) the "true nature" of their denotata depended on a link between; (c) the ordinary meanings of ordinary words; and (d) the "true" meaning of those ordinary words encoded in music. Necessarily so, because music was the only code which was capable of authentically representing the "truth" about what things truly are.
However, as we have also seen, the distance separating the semiosis specific to "pseudophoric" words and the semiosis which was specific to "alethophoric" music was both immense and, in theory, unbridgeable. Which means that, in principle, no semiotic cross-fertilization could take place. Hence a semiotic paradox: words had to mean what their expressive powers were incapable of expressing.
Granted, but-as I pointed out in an earlier article [47] -even if you could not, in principle, translate the hieratic hyponoia encoded in music into the profane semiosis encoded in ordinary speech, this does not mean that, despite this theoretical impossibility, no one ever tried to do so. Indeed, all the signs indicate that the desire to uncover the hyponoia chanting poets encoded in melody and meter was insatiable and the efforts to gratify that desire both strenuous and sustained. In addition, we should not assume that the non-poetic publics the 2 prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2], pp. 10-13; [3], pp. 108ff.) 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hym proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanie such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic verse that benefited from invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emissaries? In what way and what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change there was, what form did it ta To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over w will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentio above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated compl independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all t semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective sem operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and w obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and po (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poet express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Henc relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sor "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repul [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applica of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
oιδóς sang for were so ignorant of the way he composed verse that the hieratic hyponoia he encoded in music was impossible to decipher 20 . This, after all, was a public which had received the quasi-totality of its education (παιδεία) through and as µoυσική 21 . In any event, it was these attempts to translate poetic wisdom into terms understood by the uninitiated which had an intersemiotic incidence on the vernacular, demotic, idiotic speech of the proverbial man and woman in the street, for it is unthinkable that people actively sought to substitute the "ordinary" meanings of words with the "poetic" meaning of those same words without this having a transformative effect on non-poetic, "demotic" language and language use.
How, then, did that happen? By what mechanism does this intersemiotic cross-fertilization between prosaic semiosis and musical semiosis take place? Without suggesting there was only one way to do this, we will answer this question by considering afresh one implausibly under-valued exegetical sport practiced by all classes of men and women in antiquity. We refer to "etymology" or to say the same thing more technically " 2 "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for these and other equally weighty exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely, that prefacing a poetic recital with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invoking or summoning one cosmic agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of verse that followed a hymnic proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from verse recital unaccompanied by such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in terms of general principles, not just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but also some the expedients it was thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this paper places its question marks. To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3). νάπτυξις των λέξεων 6 ot exist. Nothing existed at all. As a result, to speak of what any existing thing sting thing, one needs to speak of it as being "en abyme" in relation to these ies. cause the panoply of tools used by poets to compose verse was so great (gnomic gical symbolism, metaphor, allegory, enigma, etc.), it would be folly to suggest r only one way to do this, and certainly it would be false to say that ordinary, ords and language could not be used to do so. For proof to the contrary one has iod's Theogony or the ekphrastic account of "Achilles Shield" in the Iliad (XVIII, mber of passages in the Homeric Hymns or Pindar's epinician Odes. After all, what unts of the creation of the cosmos and depictions of the cosmically ordained place ried out with the help of the (allegorical) expressive powers of ordinary words e hymn-chanting "ἀοιδός" of yore wanted to portray the objects of their power of their cosmic significance, it was far more common for them to use music ent sources corroborate this. First, a number of well-known passages in Plato 14 ; cryptically, the remains of Pythagorean ideas on music as a semiotic system, in nigmatic σύμβολα preserved by Iamblichus 15 ; third, certain passages of the fourth, legends about the origin of music, for example the fragments of the Zeus in Aelius Aristides, 2.142 17 ; and finally, in the fragments of the verse of ets ( [39] , pp. 212-13), for some of which we are fortunate enough to have some alyses: for example, M.L. West's commentary of Alcman ( [40] , pp. 1-15). To have asic idea that is operative in these sources, a single passage of Plato's will suffice as an illustration. assage says is that melodically-and rhythmically-modulated voice-or ed sounds are the way Apollo, Dionysus, and the Muses share the company of casions when melic verse is performed before them by an inspired ἀοιδός. So, as us are symbols of the sky and the earth and the role they play in cosmopoiesis, at follow: (1) cosmos-creating uranian and chthonian agencies have some sort of (2) the accredited ἀοιδός can hear that signature and can replicate or "score" it in ic arrangements of sound and in this guise; (3) inform his public of the role these ies play in influencing events going on in the world they live in. Alternately, we ok for the chanting poet to "epi-phon-ize" the "truth" about the objects he sang of ation of the way metaphorical and allegorical symbolism could be used to encode cosmic ia, cf. ( [29] , pp. 81f.; [37] more, they could do that not just without regard for what their referents create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those things are speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be used t falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth" or "rea Still we should not exaggerate the extent to which people believed t words made them incapable of signifying "truth" or "reality". In any even Sophists, believed that words had no other purpose than to refer specifical Rather the contrary; it was believed that words had both the ability and t phonetic replicas of the denotata for which they stood. In fact-as we know f Cratylus devoted to the language theory of the dialogue's eponymous he words were not words if they were not, quite literally, "sound statues" (ἀγ their correlative referents' "true" ontological character 10 .
What, then, secured the famed "consubstantiality" or "co-naturalité" 11 words and the "true nature" of their correlative denotata? Alternately, how d into an exact "acoustical replica" of various phenomena; and then (ii) inc phonetic substrate of the names of those phenomena thereby making th correct" signifier of the things they stand for?
We have already suggested where the answer to this question is to be fo melodized tones and metered rhythms is what was used to encode what in the C "τὸ τῇ φύσει ὄνομα ὂν ἑκάστῳ". To be more precise, the "natural correctness" meaning or "enigmatic hyponoia" 12 poets conferred on the things they chanted about used when reciting poetry. For, as the reader will no doubt know, verse w ordinary, everyday speech. It was accompanied by musical arrangements voice, kithara, or aulos. And it was accompanied by "music" not just for orna was also a factor. The real importance of the presence of music in verse was one could discern the "truth" about what things "really are". Which means t further questions to answer.
(1) What did the "truth"/"reality" of existing things consist of? (2) How did music encode this truth? (3) In what sense did the Poet-Hymnode make this musically encoded the ordinary words and language he used in verse? (4) Why was it impossible for words to "semantically accost" this etym it was "their" etymon? And finally, (5) How were prosaic words semiotically impacted by this music meaning despite and ultimately because of this inter-translative impas
The answer to the first question will come as no surprise to anyone who on Creation Myths in the area of Comparative Mythology. For they will kn 10 Cratylus, 424c. cf. also ( [18] , p. 38; [35] , p. 12f). Despite traces of extra-Hellenic in Proclus's analysis and commentary of Plato's Cratylus-treated in [35] -to elucidating the whole idea of words and language as "ἀγάλματα φωνήεντα".
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Cf. Cratylus, 393d, 422d, 428e and 432e. 12 Specialist studies of the term "ὑπόνοια" are at pains to point out that this w understood if it is merely translated as "meta-thought" or "meta-message". This i history of thought on varieties of "meta-thought" in which "ὑπόνοια" is distingu contrasted with related terms such as ainigma, allegory, symbolon, and their co pp. 45-59; [37] , pp. 23 and passim). However, going over all this is not necessar paper. For us all this term should be taken to mean is a message or "ainos" the po through his versification because it relates something essential about his verse's su which cannot be expressed-or understood-by relying only on the "literal" words used in verse. How, then, was this "ainos" expressed and understood? Ou more, they could do that not just without regard for what their re create perceptions of those referents which the speaker knows those th speech was (i) prey to unreliable perceptions; and (ii) could be falsehood, it was, as a semiosis, unreliable for representing the "truth Still we should not exaggerate the extent to which people be words made them incapable of signifying "truth" or "reality". In Sophists, believed that words had no other purpose than to refer s Rather the contrary; it was believed that words had both the abili phonetic replicas of the denotata for which they stood. In fact-as we Cratylus devoted to the language theory of the dialogue's epony words were not words if they were not, quite literally, "sound statu their correlative referents' "true" ontological character 10 .
What, then, secured the famed "consubstantiality" or "co-natu words and the "true nature" of their correlative denotata? Alternately into an exact "acoustical replica" of various phenomena; and then phonetic substrate of the names of those phenomena thereby m correct" signifier of the things they stand for?
We have already suggested where the answer to this question i melodized tones and metered rhythms is what was used to encode wha "τὸ τῇ φύσει ὄνομα ὂν ἑκάστῳ". To be more precise, the "natural cor meaning or "enigmatic hyponoia" 12 poets conferred on the things they chan used when reciting poetry. For, as the reader will no doubt know, ordinary, everyday speech. It was accompanied by musical arrang voice, kithara, or aulos. And it was accompanied by "music" not just was also a factor. The real importance of the presence of music in v one could discern the "truth" about what things "really are". Which further questions to answer.
(1) What did the "truth"/"reality" of existing things consist of? (2) How did music encode this truth? (3) In what sense did the Poet-Hymnode make this musically the ordinary words and language he used in verse? (4) Why was it impossible for words to "semantically accost" th it was "their" etymon? And finally, (5) How were prosaic words semiotically impacted by thi meaning despite and ultimately because of this inter-translativ
The answer to the first question will come as no surprise to any on Creation Myths in the area of Comparative Mythology. For they 10 Cratylus, 424c. cf. also ( [18] , p. 38; [35] , p. 12f). Despite traces of extra-H Proclus's analysis and commentary of Plato's Cratylus-treated in [ elucidating the whole idea of words and language as "ἀγάλματα φωνή
Cf. Cratylus, 393d, 422d, 428e and 432e. 12 Specialist studies of the term "ὑπόνοια" are at pains to point out tha understood if it is merely translated as "meta-thought" or "meta-messag history of thought on varieties of "meta-thought" in which "ὑπόνοια" is contrasted with related terms such as ainigma, allegory, symbolon, and pp. 45-59; [37] , pp. 23 and passim). However, going over all this is not paper. For us all this term should be taken to mean is a message or "aino through his versification because it relates something essential about his which cannot be expressed-or understood-by relying only on the words used in verse. How, then, was this "ainos" expressed and underst , δι'
systems of numbers are established, the challenge then consists of establishing a one-to-one relationship between the elements and combinations of elements in one system and the elements and combinations of elements in the other system. On the basis of this correlation, particular configurations of sound are ipso facto acoustical replicas of particular configurations of life-creating cosmic activity. In other words, thanks to the music accompanying and modulating verse, the thing chanted about in it is mise en abyme in relation to the cosmopoietic agencies to which it owes its emergence and Dasein.
But there is a problem here: all this only tells us how melody and rhythm are supposed to be in a semiotic relationship to the "cosmopoietic truth" of the objects they denote and are used to relate that truth. It does not tell us how the "truth" encoded in "music" was transferred to the words and ordinary speech which accompanied this "alethophoric" music and how, for that reason, the truth encoded in music becomes a semiotic property (δύναμις) of those profane words and language. Clarity on this point is essential if we want to solve the semiotic paradox I mentioned at the outset. For, as we have seen, words were not considered to be words unless their significance was linked to and even consubstantial with what their signifié's "really are", and the link between (a) the "true meaning" of words; and (b) the "true nature" of their denotata depended on a link between; (c) the ordinary meanings of ordinary words; and (d) the "true" meaning of those ordinary words encoded in music. Necessarily so, because music was the only code which was capable of authentically representing the "truth" about what things truly are.
Granted, but-as I pointed out in an earlier article [47] -even if you could not, in principle, translate the hieratic hyponoia encoded in music into the profane semiosis encoded in ordinary speech, this does not mean that, despite this theoretical impossibility, no one ever tried to do so. Indeed, all the signs indicate that the desire to uncover the hyponoia chanting poets encoded in melody and meter was insatiable and the efforts to gratify that desire both strenuous and sustained. In addition, we should not assume that the non-poetic publics the ἀοιδός sang for were so ignorant of the way he composed verse that the hieratic hyponoia he encoded in music was impossible to decipher 20 . This, after all, was a public which had received the quasi-totality of its education (παιδεία) through and as μουσική 21 . In any event, it was these attempts to translate poetic wisdom into terms understood by the uninitiated which had an intersemiotic incidence on the vernacular, demotic, idiotic speech of the proverbial man and woman in the street, for it is unthinkable that people actively sought to substitute the "ordinary" meanings of words with the "poetic" meaning of those same words without this having a transformative effect on non-poetic, "demotic" language and language use.
How, then, did that happen? By what mechanism does this intersemiotic cross-fertilization between prosaic semiosis and musical semiosis take place? Without suggesting there was only one way to do this, we will answer this question by considering afresh one implausibly under-valued exegetical sport practiced by all classes of men and women in antiquity. We refer to "etymology" or to say the same thing more technically "ἀνάπτυξις τῶν λέξεων ἁρμόζουσα τῇ φωνῇ, δι' ἦς τὸ ἀληθὲς σαφηνίζεται", which means "unfolding the phonetic properties of words to bring to light the truth they conceal" 22 2 . That would be tanta among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. F way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolve large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely t an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); un governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chor player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveal 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genre prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 1 question of the extent to which the modern classification of poeti description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 . Still, despite the caveats needed to make allowances for thes exegetical and hermeneutic challenges, some things are clear. Namely with a hymn was a "performative" ritual act consisting of invokin agency or another 4 . It is also fairly evident that the performance of proem underwent a transformation that made it very different from v such a proem. Finally it seems possible to reconstruct, albeit only in t just the results this sort of rite was undertaken to bring about but al thought best to resort to to make that happen.
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding thes paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to meli invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emi what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change ther To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that eac above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosi independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and y semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independen principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the sem codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent beca operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of s obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordina semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music ( (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis on express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow fro relationship between and among these three codes or semios "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simul [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3 pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3).
ληθὲς σαϕηνίζεται", which means "unfolding the phonetic properties of words to bring to light the truth they conceal" 22 .
The Role of Etymology in "Deterritorializing" the Ordinary Meaning of Words and "Reterritorializing" them on the Ground of Poetic Truth
By all accounts people in ages bygone were obsessed with picking words and language to pieces to uncover the "truth" that was dissimulated by their normal, everyday meanings, and, it is true, the fruits of their labors were, from the perspective of the modern philology, far from impressive 23 . For popular "
second-guessing and controversy. Finally, even if the hymn-prefaced variety of "melic" poetry we are interested in is a form of "song" now recognized as the kernel from which many other poetic "genres" evolved ( [2] , p. 6; [3] , p. 360), this, by itself, does not allow us to assume there is nothing unproblematic in referring to it singulare tantum 2 . That would be tantamount to ignoring differences among specialists in poetics over a host of hotly debated questions. For example, the details of the way hymn-prefaced poetic compositions and performances evolved from local, cult worship to large-scale "Panhellenic" public performances, and how this is likely to have entrained a "shift from an aoidic to a rhapsodic mode of performance" ( [4] , p. 497); uncertainty about the protocols governing the division of labor between the singing bard, the chorus, the citharode and the aulos player; how the "laicization" of the Hellenic paideia brought about a transformation of the use of song and poetry for mainly religious purposes to more "literary" applications, and why this apparent transformation conceals a continuity as much as it reveals a discontinuity ( [5] , pp. 10, 395-96; [6] , pp. 9-10); the process whereby Poetry grew apart from Song, unmetered Prose from Poetry, and the subdivision of Poetry into a multitude of "genres", e.g., paeans, dithyrambs, prosodia, partheneia, threni, nomes, etc. ([2] , pp. 10-13; [3] , pp. 108ff.); and, finally, the vexed question of the extent to which the modern classification of poetic genres is applicable to the description and analysis of melic poetry in "song culture" 3 .
And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these relative certainties, that this paper places its question marks. To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we begin by puzzling over what I will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each of the media we mentioned above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" which operated completely independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet, at the same time, all three semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent from each other because-in principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semiosis specific to the other two codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent because their respective semiotic operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of supplying themselves and were obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary speech" (ψιλὸς λόγος) was semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέλος, μολπή, etc.) and poetry (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one needed music and poetry to express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from ordinary speech. Hence the relationship between and among these three codes or semiospheres described a sort of "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simultaneous attraction-repulsion, [10] , pp. 45ff.; [11] , p. 6). For a discussion of the applicability of "performative utterance" to ritual "singing for the Gods", see ([3] , pp. 8-9; [5] , pp. 47-53; [11] , pp. 305ff.; [12] , pp. 202-3). l accounts people in ages bygone were obsessed with picking words and language to ncover the "truth" that was dissimulated by their normal, everyday meanings, and, it is fruits of their labors were, from the perspective of the modern philology, far from e 23 . For popular "ἐτυμολογίας εὕρεσις"-perhaps better called "semantic" zing-consisted of little more than dissecting words into pieces which were recombinable y the would-be etymologists needed them to be combined to concoct almost any "original he or she pleased 24 . Moreover, we can be certain that no one ever divined the true etymon rds in verse for as much as their etymologizing never left the space of a "logocentric" on of meaning which, qua "logocentric", was by definition incapable of encoding what ted as the truth [4] . this does not change three key facts: (1) the assumption by everyone that the ordinary of words contained an etymonic "true meaning" somewhere in its phonetic depths; is "true meaning" was the one placed there by a Seer-Poet by virtue of the way he combined melody and rhythm with prosaic words and language to make the former an c "palimpsest" of the latter, and, finally; (3) that "ἐτυμολογίας εὕρεσις" was a perfectly way of unearthing and enfleshing this hidden "true meaning" of ordinary words ( [53] , ll that was required was to (i) listen to the melody and rhythm accompanying the words e poet's composition; (ii) correctly identify what these musical arrangements of sound d (iii) justify assuming that the conjectured meaning was the etymon of the prosaic words erse by reference to the phonetics that was common both to those words and to the ying melody and rhythm 25 . is significant for us because it was the belief that it was possible, albeit only in part, to access me the hidden, musically-encoded etymon of words which resulted in a certain lization of the ordinary meaning of ordinary words. For, again, it is impossible to speculate poetico-musical meaning of ordinary words and language without ipso facto "deporting" ρεσις"-perhaps better called "semantic" etymologizing-consisted of little more than dissecting words into pieces which were recombinable in any way the would-be etymologists needed them to be combined to concoct almost any "original meaning" he or she pleased 24 . Moreover, we can be certain that no one ever divined the true etymon of the words in verse for as much as their etymologizing never left the space of a "logocentric" organization of meaning which, qua "logocentric", was by definition incapable of encoding what then counted as the truth [4] .
Still, this does not change three key facts: (1) the assumption by everyone that the ordinary meanings of words contained an etymonic "true meaning" somewhere in its phonetic depths; (2) that this "true meaning" was the one placed there by a Seer-Poet by virtue of the way he cunningly combined melody and rhythm with prosaic words and language to make the former an alethophoric "palimpsest" of the latter, and, finally; (3) that " 2 And it is here, in the penumbra of uncertainty surrounding these paper places its question marks. What is supposed to happen to melic v invocation of the Muses or of the Gods for whom the Muses were emiss what intention was this supposed change effected? And if change there To wend our way to some sort of clarity on these questions we be will call a semiotic paradox or "triple bind". Namely the fact that each above-Music, Ordinary Language, and Poetry-encoded a "semiosis" independently of the semiosis peculiar to the other two media and yet semioses were totally dependent on each other. They were independent f principle-the semiosis specific to each code was irreducible to the semi codes. And yet these three codes were totally interdependent becaus operations were untenable without resources they were incapable of sup obliged to borrow from the other two codes. In other words, "ordinary semiotically inoperable without properties to be found only in music (μέ (ἐν μέτρῳ πεποιημένα ἔπη, ἀοιδή, etc.) and, likewise, the semiosis one express were dependent on semiotic resources they had to borrow from relationship between and among these three codes or semiosph "inter-semiotic dynamic equilibrium" characterized by a simulta By all accounts people in ages bygone were obsessed with picking words and language to pieces to uncover the "truth" that was dissimulated by their normal, everyday meanings, and, it is true, the fruits of their labors were, from the perspective of the modern philology, far from impressive 23 . For popular "ἐτυμολογίας εὕρεσις"-perhaps better called "semantic" etymologizing-consisted of little more than dissecting words into pieces which were recombinable in any way the would-be etymologists needed them to be combined to concoct almost any "original meaning" he or she pleased 24 . Moreover, we can be certain that no one ever divined the true etymon of the words in verse for as much as their etymologizing never left the space of a "logocentric" organization of meaning which, qua "logocentric", was by definition incapable of encoding what then counted as the truth [4] .
Still, this does not change three key facts: (1) the assumption by everyone that the ordinary meanings of words contained an etymonic "true meaning" somewhere in its phonetic depths; (2) that this "true meaning" was the one placed there by a Seer-Poet by virtue of the way he cunningly combined melody and rhythm with prosaic words and language to make the former an alethophoric "palimpsest" of the latter, and, finally; (3) that "ἐτυμολογίας εὕρεσις" was a perfectly legitimate way of unearthing and enfleshing this hidden "true meaning" of ordinary words ( [53] , p. 136). All that was required was to (i) listen to the melody and rhythm accompanying the words used in the poet's composition; (ii) correctly identify what these musical arrangements of sound meant; and (iii) justify assuming that the conjectured meaning was the etymon of the prosaic words used in verse by reference to the phonetics that was common both to those words and to the accompanying melody and rhythm 25 . This is significant for us because it was the belief that it was possible, albeit only in part, to access and exhume the hidden, musically-encoded etymon of words which resulted in a certain deterritorialization of the ordinary meaning of ordinary words. For, again, it is impossible to speculate about the poetico-musical meaning of ordinary words and language without ipso facto "deporting" them from their ordinary meanings. And it is all the more impossible if the point of engaging in this speculation was to confer "true" rather than merely "doxastic" meaning on them 26 . However, it is unlikely that the "deterritorialization" of the ordinary meanings of words ever resulted in a full "reterritorialization" on the terrain of poetic truth. In any case, it is doubtful that this deterritiorialization-reterritorialization was feasible unless it was conducted by an experienced 23 Cf. ([36] , p. 61) for the case that in Homer, Aeschylus, Heraclitus and Democritus "[la] maladie étymologique, à l'état aigu chez les Stoïciens, se retrouve à l'état endémique dans toute l'antiquité". For the adjustments that are necessary to add to take into consideration the evolution of etymological praxes throughout this very long period, the readers is advised to consult more recent studies, e.g., ([55] , pp. 7-21). 24 The very harsh judgments made about the evidence we possess of the way etymology was practiced from the 5th century on is justified in that, by modern standards of etymological critical rigor, it seems totally implausible. This however would amount to overlooking the distinction Timothy Baxter makes between "semantic" and "mimetic" etymologizing ( [56] , pp. 5-6) and the likelihood that the former, dominant from the 5th century on, was conducted without a knowledge of "poetic" lore about the origins and nature of words and language and the way the latter are supposed to be "mimetically" linked to the truth about what their referents stand for. 25 In modern times, those who have come closest to discerning how this etymology worked in practice are those who have adapted Saussure's theory of "anagrammes" to the investigation of what is referred to as 'the Language of the Gods' (e.g., [26, 28, 57] ). However-and unfortunately-all who do so pass over in silence the connection between musical meaning and linguistic meaning and the dependence of the latter upon the former. 26 Even though he was unconcerned with making musically encoded meaning the etymon of words, M.L. West's remarks in ( [11] , pp. 78-79) on "lexical renewal" can nonetheless be consulted to see how this process most probably worked. However, an even better description of the deterritorialization we are thinking of here is Bakhtin's account in [16] of the way "primary speech genres" are altered and restructured by the "secondary speech genres" that absorb them.
ρεσις" was a perfectly legitimate way of unearthing and enfleshing this hidden "true meaning" of ordinary words ( [53] , p. 136). All that was required was to (i) listen to the melody and rhythm accompanying the words used in the poet's composition; (ii) correctly identify what these musical arrangements of sound meant; and (iii) justify assuming that the conjectured meaning was the etymon of the prosaic words used in verse by reference to the phonetics that was common both to those words and to the accompanying melody and rhythm 25 . This is significant for us because it was the belief that it was possible, albeit only in part, to access and exhume the hidden, musically-encoded etymon of words which resulted in a certain deterritorialization of the ordinary meaning of ordinary words. For, again, it is impossible to speculate about the poetico-musical meaning of ordinary words and language without ipso facto "deporting" them from their ordinary meanings. And it is all the more impossible if the point of engaging in this speculation was to confer "true" rather than merely "doxastic" meaning on them 26 . However, it is unlikely that the "deterritorialization" of the ordinary meanings of words ever resulted in a full "reterritorialization" on the terrain of poetic truth. In any case, it is doubtful that this deterritiorialization-reterritorialization was feasible unless it was conducted by an experienced poet-and for "professional reasons" they were not keen on doing this in public. But even if for this reason a full reterritorialization could never succeed entirely, nor could it entirely fail either. For, as we suggested above, the poet's audience was always sufficiently knowledgeable of the semiotic subtleties of versecraft that at least the essentials of the Rhapsodes' message were legible to them. Which is important to stress here because it was the cumulative effect of this "failure to fail entirely" in converting poetic truth into the etymonic signifié of ordinary language which resulted-in some measure-in making "musical" meaning the etymonic truth of words. That is why the title of this paper speaks of an "antagonistic concord" linking and not linking musical semiosis and lexical semiosis. For between the twain there was an aspirational semiotic concordance, but of certainty that any hermeneute ever succeeded in consummating that aspiration, there was none. That, however, never discouraged those who wanted to attain this cross-semiotic "co-naturation" or "communion" (κoινωνία, Humanities 2016, 5, 8 poet-and for "professional reasons" they were not keen on doing this in public. B reason a full reterritorialization could never succeed entirely, nor could it entirely we suggested above, the poet's audience was always sufficiently knowledgeabl subtleties of versecraft that at least the essentials of the Rhapsodes' message wer Which is important to stress here because it was the cumulative effect of this "failu in converting poetic truth into the etymonic signifié of ordinary language which r measure-in making "musical" meaning the etymonic truth of words. That is wh paper speaks of an "antagonistic concord" linking and not linking musical semiosis an For between the twain there was an aspirational semiotic concordance, but of c hermeneute ever succeeded in consummating that aspiration, there was none. Tha discouraged those who wanted to attain this cross-semiotic "co-naturation" o (κοινωνία, ὁμιλία, σύμφυσις). To the contrary, the difficulty of apprehending th Sirens, Silenes, and Pans transmitted through and as the "μουσική" hymnodes u made the audience redouble their efforts. The intended reterritorialisation therefor virtue of the impossibility of ever reaching the goal it was the whole point of progressing to say, the enchanting hierophonia one sought and was promised by listening to verse within the reach of the words one used to "comprehend" or "grasp" the promised it was always ever so tantalizingly close. Quite literally just under the surface of t seize it, resonating audibly in their very phonetic condition of possibility. Fair game, etymological Don Quixotes who never tired of trying to pin down its beguiling hyp that one hermeneutical remove out of reach. This intersemiotic enterprise was there on-going, unending. That is to say endlessly fruitful in its fruitlessness-and for endlessly enchanting.
Recapitulation and Concluding Remarks
The foregoing looked at one of the ways in which the relationship between "m and "language" differed from the way they relate to each other today. For while distinct, independent "semiosphere" expressing a semiosis all its own, these sep nonetheless never ceased growing into and out of each other. This is so because m were accepted as having the capacity to denote something ordinary language cou could not do without, namely "etymonic truth". As a result, the users of ordinar obsessed with divining the "hyponoia" poets and rhapsodes encoded in music and they wanted this hyponoia to constitute the signifié of their language. What we disco this reason, the meaning expressed in language was subject to a process in which being "deported" from its ordinary semantic acceptations and applications an towards meanings encoded in music. But this "deterritorialization" of ordinary resulted in a full "reterritorialization" upon the terrain of the truth encoded in mus poets would not tolerate it. As far as they were concerned, music and poetry w truthful if the semiosis they conveyed and the semiosis conveyed by language were Again, as a code, prosaic language was sui generis incapable of representing the µιλία, σύµϕυσις). To the contrary, the difficulty of apprehending the tidings Muses, Sirens, Silenes, and Pans transmitted through and as the "µoυσική" hymnodes used in verse only made the audience redouble their efforts. The intended reterritorialisation therefore progressed-by virtue of the impossibility of ever reaching the goal it was the whole point of progressing to attain. That is to say, the enchanting hierophonia one sought and was promised by listening to verse never quite came within the reach of the words one used to "comprehend" or "grasp" the promised enchantment. But it was always ever so tantalizingly close. Quite literally just amount to overlooking the distinction Timothy Baxter makes between "semantic" and "mimetic" etymologizing ( [56] , pp. 5-6) and the likelihood that the former, dominant from the 5th century on, was conducted without a knowledge of "poetic" lore about the origins and nature of words and language and the way the latter are supposed to be "mimetically" linked to the truth about what their referents stand for. 25 In modern times, those who have come closest to discerning how this etymology worked in practice are those who have adapted Saussure's theory of "anagrammes" to the investigation of what is referred to as 'the Language of the Gods' (e.g., [26, 28, 57] ). However-and unfortunately-all who do so pass over in silence the connection between musical meaning and linguistic meaning and the dependence of the latter upon the former. 26 Even though he was unconcerned with making musically encoded meaning the etymon of words, M.L. West's remarks in ( [11] , pp. 78-79) on "lexical renewal" can nonetheless be consulted to see how this process most probably worked. However, an even better description of the deterritorialization we are thinking of here is Bakhtin's account in [16] of the way "primary speech genres" are altered and restructured by the "secondary speech genres" that absorb them.
under the surface of the words used to seize it, resonating audibly in their very phonetic condition of possibility. Fair game, therefore, for the etymological Don Quixotes who never tired of trying to pin down its beguiling hyponoia perpetually that one hermeneutical remove out of reach. This intersemiotic enterprise was therefore open-ended, on-going, unending. That is to say endlessly fruitful in its fruitlessness-and for that very reason endlessly enchanting.
The foregoing looked at one of the ways in which the relationship between "music", "poetry", and "language" differed from the way they relate to each other today. For while each remained a distinct, independent "semiosphere" expressing a semiosis all its own, these separated meanings nonetheless never ceased growing into and out of each other. This is so because music and poetry were accepted as having the capacity to denote something ordinary language could not denote but could not do without, namely "etymonic truth". As a result, the users of ordinary language were obsessed with divining the "hyponoia" poets and rhapsodes encoded in music and chant. Above all, they wanted this hyponoia to constitute the signifié of their language. What we discovered is that, for this reason, the meaning expressed in language was subject to a process in which it was constantly being "deported" from its ordinary semantic acceptations and applications and "transported" towards meanings encoded in music. But this "deterritorialization" of ordinary meaning never resulted in a full "reterritorialization" upon the terrain of the truth encoded in music. Musicians and poets would not tolerate it. As far as they were concerned, music and poetry would cease being truthful if the semiosis they conveyed and the semiosis conveyed by language were interchangeable. Again, as a code, prosaic language was sui generis incapable of representing the truth. Hence, the relationship between the three codes or media consisted of a sort of "intersemiotic dynamic equilibrium" in which, thanks to the hermeneutical role of the poet, language was continuously evolving towards a non-linguistic expression of meaning which conferred truth upon it and what it means. Yet the music and poetry which were the source of that truth, deliberately kept language from consummating the aspiration of accosting and appropriating the truth they encoded. This left those who were addicted to divining the meaning of the music accompanying verse no choice but to redouble their efforts to realize a quest no degree of effort could ever succeed in consummating.
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